Easily Accessible Protein Nanostructures via Enzyme Mediated Addressing.
Site-specific formation of nanoscaled protein structures is a challenging task. Most known structuring methods are either complex and hardly upscalable or do not apply to biological matter at all. The presented combination of enzyme mediated autodeposition and nanosphere lithography provides an easy-to-apply approach for the buildup of protein nanostructures over a large scale. The key factor is the tethering of enzyme to the support in designated areas. Those areas are provided via prepatterning of enzymatically active antidots with variable diameters. Enzymatically triggered protein addressing occurs exclusively at the intended areas and continues until the entire active area is coated. After this, the reaction self-terminates. The major advantage of the presented method lies in its easy applicability and upscalability. Large-area structuring of entire support surfaces with features on the nanometer scale is performed efficiently and without the necessity of harsh conditions. These are valuable premises for large-scale applications with potentials in biosensor technology, nanoelectronics, and life sciences.